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Hires for New Positions in the organisation require well-defined Skills & Traits, so we will 

describe ways these skills could be put to use in the context of achieving positive results in 

meeting mission requirements. Unique & effective work styles include the ability to assimilate & 

integrate complex concepts towards simplifying presentation & winning people over to new 

point of view.  
 
Good judgment about people & their ability to contribute to solving problems is an extremely 

useful skill. Additionally, continuous learning curves are brought to bear by staying up-to-date 

on current events in specific subject areas. New developments of interest should be disseminated 

to the right working groups so they will be fully prepped when the time comes for teams to reach 

consensus.  
 
Personal measures of professional growth include the acquisition of new skills, knowledge & 

insights into how decisions are made at all levels of the organisation. These growth metrics are 

major factors in determining success & the ability to stretch out jobs by reaching out to learn 

more about subject matter areas that may not be immediately apparent.  
 
Focusing on direct application of new concepts to the problem at hand is required & it is 

essential to have the ability to distinguish potentials of multiple ideas that appear to have merit. It 

is a skill to be able to say “no” to certain people in critical situations, creating the ability to better 

set priorities.  
 
Success in new positions is often times the result of deciding what is really important about the 

tasks at hand. It is critical to look at each day as a new opportunity to perform at high levels & to 

make best efforts. Success is a direct result of setting big goals, being honest & choosing to work 

with the right people who are also important stakeholders in the result of projects & thrive in 

competitive situations.  
 
New Positions in the organisation require appreciation for how essential the components of good 

reporting to superiors are for success of future operations. These qualities are critical in realising 

essential goals & go a long way towards establishing a positive image of the mission to be 

completed. Impacts of good reporting include the ability to plan actionable adjustments to future 

operations.  
 

Outstanding results should be clearly communicated in order to establish long-term connections 

between Superiors & units in the field towards repeatable actions, the Bread & Butter of 

missions carried out in theatre. When good relations with superiors are long-lasting, there is 

increased potential for mission success.  
 

The experience Superiors have with good reporting of mission results will affect how other 

stakeholders view work performed by the unit. Superiors do talk & share information about both 

performance & setting realistic goals. So interactions outside the purview of the unit may affect 
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not only results of current missions, but also the type of mission the unit will likely be tasked 

with in the future.  
 

It is not good practise to assume the expectations of Superiors are being satisfied, so it is always 

best to follow up even after tasks look like they have been completed. Then, use the Feedback to 

provide valuable insight into the quality & characteristics of future missions. 
 

Operational Success is the main contributor to gain satisfaction of Superiors. Just as important 

as, or maybe even more important than, competing concerns in meeting future missions. If 

Superiors are not being recipient to field reports meeting or exceeding expectations, it is 

extremely unlikely that the unit will be tasked for similar missions in the future. 
 

Superiors usually appreciate checking in, especially when some components of the task need 

improvement & it is possible to use the opportunity to correct deficiencies on a timely basis. In 

addition, information about mission design & assignments given to units participating in 

exercises can be used to determine future operations in the field. 
 

In many instances, solid & thorough reporting of results in theatre to superiors may be the one 

thing that distinguishes unit action from competitors. Adverse reviews of performance may 

compromise the future position of the unit in future missions.  
 

When reporting to superiors, it is essential not only to describe current events, but also future 

goals that can be set & achieved such as improved scheduling skills, new performance targets or 

even skills above & beyond what Superiors have expected in the past. Examples of creative & 

innovative prototype actions are appropriate if it reinforces patterns of mission planning & future 

success.  
 

If units are tasked with new missions, it will be crucial to clearly communicate to Superiors the 

success realised in the field as a direct result of meeting the goal. This indicates that realistic 

goals have been set so future focus can be applied to fine-tuning continued pursuit goal 

outcomes. Select examples showcasing both skills & abilities of the unit to meet future mission 

requirements b/c initiative & resourcefulness have been well-demonstrated. 

 


